Florida Engineering Foundation Awards $36,000 in Scholarships

This year, a total of fifteen scholarships amounting to $36,000, were administered through the Florida Engineering Foundation and Florida Engineering Society.

The FES Scholarship Committee enjoyed another rewarding year interviewing and scoring talented students from across the state. The top-graded applications from the local chapters were evaluated virtually and the state meeting was held on May 11th. Thank you to the following committee members who participated in reviewing the applications: Chair Mandee Brandt, PE; Vice-Chair Jose Gomez, PE; FES President-Elect Adam Schildmeier, PE; Charles Wu, PE; Brandon Mintz, PE; Sommer Foster, PE; Monica Autrey, PE; Scott Weeks, PE; Steve Goldstein, PE; Chip Hoover, PE; Terry Hoover, PE; Mitchell Griffin, PE; Joey Wood, PE; Olive Bailey, PE; Mark Frederick, PE; David Ortiz, PE; and Paul Bangs, PE.

This fantastic committee is looking for a few more volunteers who are passionate about reviewing scholarships for the next generation of amazing and innovative engineers!

FES scholarships inspire and encourage the pursuit of an education focused on engineering and reward students for their hard work at school and their contributions within their communities. The Florida Engineering Society scholarships are generously funded by the Florida Engineering Foundation (FEF). Established in 1986, FEF is a 501©3 not-for-profit entity whose mission is to encourage and assist students in pursuing engineering careers and to educate the public about engineering. This year, FEF was pleased to fund $36,000 in Scholarships. The committee proudly announces the following students as recipients of scholarships to aid them in their pursuit of an engineering degree.

For more information on scholarships, please contact Amanda Hudson at 850-224-7121 or ahudson@fleng.org.

2020 Scholarship Recipients

High School ($3,000 each)
1. Conrad Hellwege - Forest
2. Saardhak Bhrugubanda - Central Florida
3. Callie Zheng - Treasure Coast
4. Christian Knuth - Myakka
5. Esha Ranade - Central Florida
6. Andy Ouyang - Northeast Florida
**University ($3,000 each)**
1. Ethan Kennedy - Forest (Raymond W. Miller, P.E.)
2. Brian Coogan - Big Bend (Richard B. Gassett, P.E)
3. Freeman Sanders - Big Bend
4. Samantha Brown - Northwest Florida
5. Joseph DeRienzo - Central Florida
6. Martin Sanchez - Palm Beach

**Named University ($1,000 each)**

- Arlene Sanchez - Miami (Cesar A. Calas/FES Miami Chapter)
- Nick Musick - Palm Beach (David F. Ludovici)
- Matthew Alvarez - Miami (Raymond W. Miller, P.E. and Alice E. Miller)
- Cameron Copeman - Central Florida (Eric Primavera Memorial Scholarship)